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The possibility of endowing an Abelian topological group G with the structure 
of a topological vector space when a subgroup F of G and the quotient group 
G/F are topological vector groups is investigated. It is shown that, if F is a real 
FrCchet group and G/F a complete metrizable real vector group, then G is a 
complete metrizable real vector group. This result is of particular interest if 
GjF is finite dimensional or if F is one dimensional and G/F a separable Hilbert 
group. 
1. INTR~D~JCTION 
In this note we investigate the following problem. Let G be an Abelian 
topological group and let F be a subgroup of G. When can we equip G with 
the structure of a topological vector space under the assumption that F and 
the quotient group G/F are topologically isomorphic to additive groups of 
topological vector spaces (over the same field)? 
We shall denote by K an arbitrary topological jield of characteristic 0 and call 
any Abelian group (resp. Abelian topological group) which is isomorphic 
(resp. topologically isomorphic) to the additive group of a vector space (resp. 
topological vector space) a vector group (resp. topoZogica1 vector group). We shall 
use for vector groups the standard terminology of vector spaces (i.e., for instance, 
we shall speak of topological vector groups over K, of FrCchet groups, and of 
Hilbert groups). Every group considered (with the exception of the group T of 
Remark 4) will be written additively with the neutral element denoted by 0. 
Let K be the ground field of the vector groups F and G/F considered above; 
then the Abelian group G is a vector group over K because the (divisible) sub- 
group F admits an algebraic supplement [l, Theorem 21.21 and therefore we can 
put on G the structure of a vector space in an obvious way. However, the question 
is whether this vector space is topological. 
Note that a topological vector group over R can be endowed with one and 
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only one structure of a real topological vector space; on the other hand, if G 
is a topological vector group over C, we can equip it, in general, with many 
different structures of a complex topological vector space: one for every topo- 
logical group automorphism u of G satisfying u2 = -Id, . A scalar multiplica- 
tion on a vector group (resp. topological vector group) G over K will be said to 
be admissible if it is one among those which can be put on G in order to make it 
into a vector space (resp. topological vector space) over K. In the following, 
every tacitly considered scalar multiplication on a vector group (resp. topological 
vector group) will be an admissible one. 
Alternatively, and more precisely, our problem can be formulated as follows. 
Consider a short exact sequence 
0-+F A G -‘+ E + 0 (1.1) 
of Abelian topological groups and continuous homomorphisms, where F is a 
subgroup of G, I is the canonical injection, and p is open. We can also say thaf 
we have an Abelian topological extension (G, p) of E by F. The question now is 
whether G is a topological vector group over K, under the assumption that so are 
F and E, and, in the affirmative, whether p is linear for some admissible scalar 
multiplications on G and E. Obviously, if G is a real topological vector group, 
then p is linear (for the unique admissible scalar multiplications). 
Suppose there exists a normalized section 0 associated with p and continuous 
at 0 (where “normalized” means that a(O) = 0). We shall denote by fc the 
mapping of E x E into F given by 
fo(x, x’) = u(x) + a(x’) - 0(x + x’) 
(namely, the factor set dejined by a), which is continuous at (0,O) and characterizes 
G as follows. Letf be a symmetric mapping of E x E into F continuous at (0,O) 
such that f(~, 0) = f(0, x) = 0 and 
-f(x, x’) +f(x’, x”) -f(x + x’, x”) +f(x, x’ + x”) = 0 (1.2) 
for all x, x’, x” in E. We equip the set F x E with the group multiplication defined 
bY 
(Y, 4( y’, x’) = (y + y’ + f(X, 4, x + x’) (y, y’ inF, X, x’ in E) 
and put on it the group topology which is locally the product one of those of 
F and E. This is feasible [2, Sect. 41 because 
-f(-x’, x’) + f(-x’, x) + f(X - x’, x’) = 0 
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for all X, x’ in E. We denote by Fr jE the topological group obtained in this way, 
where I stands for the trivial operation of E on F which makes F into a trivial 
topological E-module FI . Then (FfE, prs) is an Abelian topological extension 
of E by F (identified with F x (O)), and jis the factor set defined by the normalized 
section x ++ (0, x) associated with prs and continuous at 0. The symmetry of j 
is required because we look for Abelian extensions. Now every Abelian topo- 
logical group G satisfying (1.1) is topologically isomorphic to a group F, jE, 
for some j defined as above [2, Proposition 17.21. 
The j’s considered here are 2-cocycles of a cochain complex C,*(E, PI) whose 
n-cochains are the normalized mappings 1 of En into F continuous at (0, O,..., 0) 
(whence the subscript “8) if n > 0, the elements of F if n = 0, and the neutral 
element of F if n < 0. “Normalized” means that l(g, ,..., g,J = 0 whenever 
gi = 0 for some i E (l,..., n}. The coboundary operator 6 is the usual one of 
Eilenberg and MacLane with trivial operation of E on F (and (1.2) is precisely the 
2-cocycle identity Sj = 0). In particular, two elements j, j’ of Ze2(E, FI) are 
cohomologous if there exists a mapping h of E into F continuous at 0 satisfying 
j(x, x’) = j’(x, x’) + h(x) + h(x) - h(x + x’) 
for all X, x’ in E, namely, such that j = j’ + 6h. In this case, the groups FI jE 
and FI j’E are topologically isomorphic. 
Let Zz,,(E, FI) be the subgroup of all symmetric 2-cocycles in Z,2(E, FI). It 
should now be clear why we are particularly interested in the subgroup of He2(E, 
Fl) 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a necessary and 
sufficient condition in order for the group G considered above to be a topological 
vector group, under the assumption of existence of a suitable section (Propo- 
sition 1). For complete metrizable real vector groups we can say much more 
(Section 3) and we can apply Proposition 2 to generalize some results of Hofmann 
and Mostert [3]. 
2. THE GENERAL CASE 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be an Abelian topological group and let p be an open 
continuous homomorphism of G onto a topological vector group E over K. If Ker p 
is a topological vector group over K and there exists a normalized section 0 associated 
with p continuous at 0, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G is a topological vector group over K and p is linear for some admissible 
scalar multiplications on G and E. 
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(ii) There exists a mapping 1,: K x E --f Ker p continuous at (0,O) such 
that Z,( ., x) is continuous at Ofor allx E E, 1,(X, .) zs continuous at 0 for all A E h7, and 
/,(A, x) T I,(/\, A!‘) _- 1,&i, x t- x’) + Af&, x’) - fo(Ax, Ax’), (2.1) 
Z,(h, x) I- l&i’, x) = z&i + A’, x) - f~(hX, X’x), (2.2) 
l&Y, x) = hl,(h’, x) -t I&i, Xx) (2.3) 
for all A, A’ in K, all x, x’ in E, and some admissible scalar multiplications on B 
itnd Ker p. 
Proof. (i) -> (ii) Let (h,g) H hg be an admissible scalar multiplication 
on G making p linear. The mapping I, defined by 
1,(X, x) = ha(x) - a(hx) (XEK;~EE) (2.4) 
satisfies the stated continuity conditions by virtue of the continuity of the 
scalar multiplications. Properties (2.1), (2.2) (2.3) follow from the vector space 
axioms. 
(ii) :)- (i) Since Ker p is divisible, there exists a normalized section (J,, 
associated with p which in addition is a group homomorphism. Define a mapping 
k, of E into Ker p by h,,(x) = u(x) - U,,(X); then 
f,(s, s’) = h,(x) + hO(x’) - h,(x + x’) (2.5) 
for all X, X’ in E. Note that every element g of G can be written in the form 
The idempotent mapping rro of G onto Ker p is determined by v  and satisfies 
for all g E G. The continuity of CJ at 0 implies that of rra at the same point. Using 
properties (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) of I,, and taking account of (2.5), (2.6), we check 
easily that the mapping (A, g) F+ hg defined by 
Ag = AT,(g) + L(k P(d) + +w)) (2.7) 
is an admissible scalar multiplication on G such that p becomes linear. Its 
continuity follows in a standard way from those of the scalar multiplications on 
Ker p and B as well as from the continuity properties of CI and 1, . # 
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Remark 1. It follows from (2.7) that 1, satisfies (2.4). By virtue of (2.1) 
(2.2), and (2.3) we have also Z,(I\, 0) = 0, IJO, X) = I,( 1, X) = 0, and I,,( -1, x) = 
I,(-1, --x) = -fJx, -x) for all h E K and all x E E. 
Remark 2. For each q E Q (identified with a subfield of K) and each g E G, 
we have 
t7tq, P(d) = @k&m - 4dwt.d) (2.8) 
and 
qg = 4%W + ~OtQPtd) + @klMgN = 4T&) + %@PW (2.9) 
because 4W)) = +d&9)~ On th e other hand, the mapping (q, g) rt qg 
defined by (2.9) is an admissible algebraic scalar multiplication by Q on G, 
and 1, given by (2.8) satisfies (2.1) to (2.4) (with h E Q). This shows that the 
vector space structure obtained, by restricting the scalars to Q, from the one 
we have put on G arises by transporting to G, via u0 and no0 , the corresponding 
vector space structures on E and Ker p. 
Remark 3. By repeated application of (2.2) and (2.3), taking account of 
Remark 1, we have 
and 
++xj=-zv(~,x)-f~(+x,+x) (2.11) 
for all m E N, all p1 E N*, and all x E E. 
EXAMPLE. Let E, F be real topological vector groups with F Hausdorff and 
and let f  be a continuous symmetric bilinear mapping of E x E into F. Then 
f E .Zf,,(E, FJ and the mapping u: x E+ (0, X) of E into the Abelian topological 
group FI f E is a normalized continuous section associated with prz . For if 
(x,,) is any net of elements of E converging to x E E, we have 
lip u(q) = liym( f (xv , -x) - u(-x) + 0(x,, - x)) = u(x) 
because CJ is continuous at 0. Let o0 , h, be as above. We define a mapping Z, 
of Q :< E intoF by (2.8) and check that, by virtue of (2.10), (2.1 l), and extension 
of Z, by continuity, we get 
z&i, x) = g(xz - A> f (x, -4 
for all X E R and all x E E. By Proposition 1, FI f E is a real topological vector group. 
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3. COMPLETE METRIZABLE VECTOR GROUPS OVER R 
LEMMA I. Let E, F be complete metrixable real vector groups and let p be an 
open continuous homomorphism of an Abelian topological group G onto E such that 
Ker p = F. If H&(R, FI) = {0}, then G is a complete metrizable real vector group. 
Proof. The topological group G is metrizable and complete [2, Proposition 
3.11, so we can choose a normalized section u associated with p and continuous 
at 0 [4, Theorem 21. We define u,, , h, as in the proof of Proposition 1 and, with 
K = Q, an admissible algebraic scalar multiplication on G by (2.9) as well as 
1, by (2.8). Next we prove the following assertions: 
(a) There exists a mapping R: R x G --f G satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) k(q,g) =qgforallq~QandallgEG; 
(2) for eachg, E G, k( ., g,) is a continuous group homomorphism; 
(3) k(A, g + g’) = k(A, g) + K(A, g’) for all h E R and all g, g’ in G. 
(b) For each A,, E R, the mapping k(& , .) is a continuous group homomor- 
phism. Moreover, we have 
44 W’, g)) = &h’, g) (3.1) 
for all A, A’ in R and all g E G. 
Proof of (a). Let g,, be an arbitrary element of G and let f’ be the restriction 
of f. to the subgroup Rx, x RX,, of E x E, where x,, = p(gO). Then f’ E 
Z&(Rx, , FI) and, by assumption, there exists a mapping h’ of Rx, into F 
continuous at 0 such that 
f ‘(xx, , Xx,) = h’(hx,) + h’(X’x,) - h’(@ + X’) x0) 
for all A, A’ in R. The mapping h: E -+ F defined by h ( RX,, = h’ and h(x) = 0 
for all x E E - Rx, is continuous at 0. For if Y is a neighborhood of 0 in F, then 
h-‘(V) = h’-1( V) u (E - Rx,,) = I” u (E - Rq,), 
where I” is a neighborhood of 0 in E such that h’-I( V) = V’ n Rx,, . Hence 
the mapping cr’ of E into G defined by o’(x) = a(x) - h(x) is a normalized 
section associated with p, is continuous at 0, and defines a factor set fo, satisfying 
for 1 Rx,, x Rx,, = 0. It follows that I,( ‘, x0) is continuous at 0 because 
l&z, X”) = 44%) - 47%) 
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for all 4 E Q by virtue of (2.10), (2.11). The mapping 4 it pg,, (4 E Q) is then 
continuous at 0, hence in Q; it can be extended (in a unique way) to a continuous 
homomorphism k(., g,) of R into G, and k satisfies (3). 
Proof of (b). If q E Q, the mapping k(q, .) is continuous at 0, hence in G, 
by virtue of (2.10) and (2.11). Now let (q,) be any sequence in Q converging to 
A, E R and consider the continuous mappings k(qn , .) of G into G. Since we have 
limn+m k(q,, , .) = K(h, , .) pointwise, we can use a well-known argument of 
Banach and conclude that the group homomorphism K(h, , .) is continuous 
[5, Chap. I, Theo&me 41. We get(3.1) by twice applying the principle of extension 
of identities. 
By reason of assertions (a) and (b), the mapping K is an admissible algebraic 
scalar multiplication (by R) on G such that the partial mappings it determines 
are continuous. A result of Mazur and Orlicz [6, I.211 assures us that K is 
continuous, hence that G equipped with the scalar multiplication (h, g) F+ Xg = 
k(h, g) is a complete metrizable real vector space. i 
LEMMA 2. I f  F is a real Fdchet group, then H$(R, FJ = (0). 
Proof. Let f  E Z,“,,(R, FI) an d consider the complete metrizable group FI f R. 
There exists a continuous normalized section (T associated with prz [7, Corollary 
7.31; thus, putting f  ’ = fu , we have that the continuous 2-cocycle f’ is cohomol- 
ogous to f .  Moreover, we define recursively a mapping h: R -+ F by h(0) = 0, 
h(h + n) = h(n) + f  ‘(A, n) (0 < A < 1; neZ), 
and note that it is continuous because its restriction to every member of the 
locally finite closed covering ([0, I] + YZ),,~ of R is continuous. Then f” = 
f’ + 6h is a continuous element of Z$(R, F,) satisfying 
f  “(A, n) = 0 for O</\<landallnEZ. (3.2) 
We shall show that f  M E B,‘-‘(R, FI). 
The 2-cocycle identity (cf. (1.2)) written for /\ E R and m, n in Z reads 
f”(A,m)-f”(m,n)+f”(h+m,n)-f”(A,m+n) =O. (3.3) 
Hence, by virtue of (3.2), we have the recurrence formula 
f  *(A + m, n) = f  “(m, n) (3.4) 
for 0 < X < 1 and all m, n inZ, whence 
f  “(A, n) = 0 for all I\ E R, and all n EZ. (3.5) 
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In addition, (3.3) and (3.5) with nz < 0 and h = --m givef”(m, n) := 0 (n EZ), 
so that by (3.4), (3.5), and the symmetry off” we get f”(A, n) = j”(n, A) = 0 
for all h E R and all n EZ. From this, and using (3.3) with A’ E R instead of m, 
we can conclude that 
f”(A / WZ, A’ + n) = f”(h, A’) (3.6) 
for all A, A’ in R and all m, n in Z. 
Now let s be the restriction off” to [0, 112. The weakly continuous mapping 
h’: [0, 1] + F defined by the weak integral (with respect to Lebesgue measure p) 
is continuous (for the topology ofF). In fact, the closed convex hull C of s([O, 112) 
is compact; hence the topology induced on C by the original one of F and that 
induced by the weak topology a(F, F’) (or u(F’*, F’)) coincide. But h’([O, 11) is 
contained in C [S, Chap. III, Sect. 3, Proposition 41. The continuous mapping 
h”: R -+ F defined by 
satisfies 
h”(X $- n) = h’(h) (O<h<l;nEZ) 
f”(A, A’) ;: h”(h) + h”(X) - h”(h + h’) 
for all A, A’ in R by reason of the 2-cocycle identity and of (3.6). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be an Abelian topological group and let p be an open 
continuous homomorphism of G onto a complete metrizable real vector group. If 
Ker p is a realFrechet group, then G is a complete metrizable real vector group. 
Since a closed vector subspace of finite codimension of a real topological 
vector space has a topological supplement, we have the following generalization 
of a result of Hofmann and Mostert [3, Proposition 10.41: 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be an Abelian topological group and let F be a closed 
subgroup of G which is a real Frechet group. If the quotient group G/F is a jinite- 
dimensional real vector group, then F admits a topological supplement in G. 
Remark 4. Let F be a real FrCchet group, let T be a metrizable compact 
group, and let Y be a topological linear operation of T on F (i.e., Y is such that 
Y(t) is linear for all t E T and the mapping (t, v) - Y(t)y of T x F into F is 
continuous). Then 
H;,.( T, FV) = Z&( T, F,)jB,2( T, FV) = {O), (3.7) 
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where Zzr( T, Ftl,) is the subgroup of all f~ .Zez( Z’, F,) such that the mapping 
t H -f(t’-1, t’) +f(t’-‘, t) +f(t’-‘t, t’) 
of T into F is continuous at 1 for all t’ E T. This implies that every topological 
extension of 7’ by F, is inessential [2, Sect. 41. The 2-cocycle identity for 
f  E Zp2( T, F,,) is now 
Sf(t, t’, t”) == -f(t, t’) f  Y(t)f(t’, t”) -f(tt’, t”) +f(t, t’t”) = 0 
for all t, t’, t” in Ir’;.f’ E Z02( T, Fy) is cohomologous tof if there exists a mapping 
h: T - F continuous at 1 such that 
(f’ + Sh)(t, t’) = f ‘(t, t’) + h(t) + Y(t) h(P) - h(tt’) = f(t, t’) 
for all t, t’ in T. We prove (3.7), using the same arguments as in the proof of 
Lemma 2, by taking an arbitrary f~ Z,“,(T, FP), by choosing a continuous 
2-cocycle f’ cohomologous to f,  by defining h’: T-F via the weak integral 
(with respect to the normalized Haar measure p) 
h’(t) = j- f’(t, s) 44sL 
and by showing that f’ = Sh’. Note that we have 
~(Wt’) = J (Wt)f’(t’, 4) 44s) 
for all t, t’ in T by [8, Chap. III, Sect. 3, Proposition 2). 
It follows from Corollary 1 and from (3.7) that Theorem VII, Corollary VII.], 
and all results of Section X of [3] are still correct (with obvious modifications) if, 
in conditions (i) of those results, we have a real FrCchet space instead of a reflexive 
Banach space, provided the compact groups considered in conditions (ii) are 
metrizable. Moreover, in this case, there is always a “cross section,” i.e., con- 
ditions (iii) are redundant. 
Kalton has shown [9, Theorem 4.91 that a one-dimensional subspace is topo- 
logically supplemented in a complete metrizable real vector space when the 
quotient space is topologically isomorphic to a separable Hilbert space; therefore 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be an Abelian topological group and let F be a subgroup 
of G which is a one-dimensional real vector group. If the quotient group G/F is a 
separable real Hilbert group, then F admits a topological supplement in G. 
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Remark 5. The conclusion of Corollary 2 is more generally true if G/F is 
topologically isomorphic to the additive group of a space ZRp (resp. I&J) (IO, I [)) 
for 0 < p < 1 and I < p < ~13 [9, Theorem 4.91. However, there are counter- 
examples for ZR1 [9, Theorem 4.6; IO, Theorem 1. I]. 
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